ACTION!
Methods for Creating a Sense of Space:
Overlapping, Transparency, Size Change
Linear Perspective
Vertical Location
Figure/Ground Relationship
Juan Gris (Overlapping)
Wassily Kandinsky (Transparency)
Willem de Kooning (Size Change)
Rebecca Ward (Linear Perspective)
Salvador Dali (Vertical Location)
Ellsworth Kelly (Figure/Ground Relationship)
Methods for Creating a Sense of Motion:
Conveying/Capturing Anticipated Movement, Repeating, Cropping, Blurring, Fragmenting, Eliciting a Kinesthetic Response
Robert Longo (Capturing Anticipated Movement)
Robert Longo (Capturing Anticipated Movement)
Eadweard Muybridge (Repeat)
Gerhard Richter (Blurring)
Marcel Duchamp (Fragmenting)
Inka Essenhigh (Eliciting a Kinesthetic Response)
Artists Pertinent to Our Project: ACTION
Franz Kline
Roy Lichtenstein
I DON'T CARE! I'D RATHER SINK THAN CALL BRAD FOR HELP!
Gerhard Richter
Jackson Pollock
Heather Hansen
Mia Pearlman
Morris Louis
Invented Drawing Machines/Tools
Jean Tinguely Drawing Machine
Alan Storey
Wind Machine